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Abstract

This paper outlines the structure and the results of a research project

titled Development of a KBS for Personal Financial Planning Guided by

Pragmatic KADS ����� The aim of the project was the development of a

prototype knowledge�based system for personal �nancial planning� The pro�
totype system developed assists a potential private investor in selecting a
professionally balanced mixture of investment products that meets all the

investor�s requirements with regard to the investment� As part of the speci��
cation	 it was decided that the prototype is to develop a portfolio for a single

client investing a one�o
 lump sum	 assuming that the client�s pension	 in�
surance and mortage have been arranged and that no other prior investments

need to be taken into account�
The development of the prototype was guided by the Pragmatic KADS

methodology	 a streamlined version of KADS suitable to the development of
small and medium�sized systems� The paper therefore describes how Prag�

matic KADS helped to guide and structure the development of the proto�
type� The development process showed that the models that are developed
as part of KADS knowledge analysis	 which view knowledge from di
erent

viewpoints	 contribute both to breaking down the complexity of the problem
and to ensuring a comprehensive knowledge analysis� It also showed that the

top�down approach of KADS has the inherent danger of neglecting some of
the low�level knowledge that may have an impact on the high�level problem�

solving strategies� This paper presents a way in which this problem can be
resolved by using a modi�ed version of the spiral approach to expert system

development ���	 guided by KADS�

� Introduction

This paper describes a research project entitledDevelopment of a KBS for Personal

Financial Planning Guided by Pragmatic KADS� As the name suggests
 the purpose
of the project was to develop a knowledge based system which assisted in the task of
preparing a �nancial plan for an potential private investor� This requires selection
of a mixture of �nancial products which is both professionally balanced and meets
all the client�s requirements with regard to the investment� This task is normally
carried out by a trained sales force
 and is understood by very few untrained people�
personal �nancial planning therefore ful�ls the criteria for being an �expert task	�
This indicates that implementing a knowledge based system to perform personal
�nancial planning is both feasible and possibly bene�cial� indeed
 several knowledge
based systems have previously been commercially developed to perform
 or assist
in performing personal �nancial planning� Companies who have developed such

�The work was carried out while the �rst�named author was a postgraduate student of the
Department of Arti�cial Intelligence� University of Edinburgh�
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systems include Allied Dunbar ��� and Sterling Wentworth ��� in the UK
 the BHF
bank in Germany ����
 Applied Expert Systems Inc� ��� and Chase Lincoln First
Bank ���� in the USA
 and Sanwa Bank ��� and Dai�Ichi Kangyo Bank ���� in Japan�
For reviews of applications in this �eld
 see ���� or ����

The development of the system was supported by the Pragmatic KADS method�
ology ����� Pragmatic KADS is a streamlined version of the KADS methodology�
KADS �Knowledge Acquisition and Document Structuring� ��� is a structured
approach to the development of knowledge based systems and as such is to be
seen in contrast to unstructured approaches such as rapid prototyping� There have
been previous attempts to perform structured analysis of the knowledge required
to perform personal �nancial planning �e�g� the CompAssys system was devel�
oped �according to slightly modi�ed rules of information engineering	 �����
 but
few records are available of such attempts
 and there are no known uses of KBS�
speci�c methods to construct an expert system for personal �nancial planning� This
project was therefore able to achieve a methodological purpose as well as produc�
ing an implemented system� the strengths and weaknesses of the Pragmatic KADS
methodology on a real�life project could be evaluated
 and the modelling of the
acquired knowledge could be proposed as a �rst step to producing useful models of
approaches to �nancial planning
 and of �nancial products�

In order to reduce the complexity of the problem to a tractable size for the
duration of the project
 the following simplifying assumptions were made�

� the investor is single�

� the investor does not have an existing portfolio that needs to be taken into
account�

� the investor wants to invest a single lump sum
 as opposed to a series of
regular payments�

� the investor�s insurance
 mortgage and pension arrangements have been sorted
out
 and so do not need to be considered�

These assumptions restrict the number of �nancial products which might be
relevant to the investor
 but do not materially a�ect the process of preparing a
personal �nancial plan�

The following sections provide a concise account of how the prototype of a
knowledge�based system was developed under the guidance of Pragmatic KADS
within the framework of a spiral approach to expert system development� In sec�
tion �
 the underlying ideas and principles of both the KADS and the Pragmatic
KADS methodology are outlined� In section �
 the most important results of the
knowledge acquisition and elicitation stage are described� In section �
 the knowl�
edge and understanding of the task obtained in the previous sections is analysed
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with the aid of KADS models� In section �
 the most important part of the design
stage of systems guided by Pragmatic KADS
 the stage of behavioural design
 is
discussed in some detail� Section � explains why an iteration of knowledge acquisi�
tion
 analysis and design became necessary when implementation of the system was
started� Finally
 in section �
 the initial aspirations are contrasted with the �nal
achievements of the project and the usefulness of the Pragmatic KADS methodology
for the development of a knowledge�based system for personal �nancial planning is
assessed�

� KADS and Pragmatic KADS

According to KADS
 development of a knowledge based system is to be seen as a
modelling process
 during which models of the acquired knowledge at di�erent levels
of abstraction are developed� This is intended to provide a structured method for
transforming the expertise extracted from the expert into the code of the planned
knowledge�based system� During the knowledge analysis stage
 the most important
KADS model is the four�layer model of expertise
 which divides problem�solving
into four �layers	�

the domain layer� the static concepts and relations speci�c to the domain�

the inference layer� a declarative description of the problem�solving task�

the task layer� a procedural description of the problem�solving task�

the strategy layer� the integration of di�erent problem�solving tasks�

KADS� in�uence is most pervasive during the knowledge acquisition and analysis
stages of expert system development� The overall KADS methodology provides
considerably less direct guidance during design and implementation
 except for
recommending that these stages should strive to maintain the structure developed
during the previous stages� Pragmatic KADS provides more support for the various
design stages� for example
 the stage of behavioural design is guided by �probing
questions	 derived from the approach of Kline and Dolins ���� which help to select
the most appropriate AI implementation techniques�

� Knowledge Acquisition

The �rst two stages in the development of a knowledge�based system
 well before
design and implementation can even be thought of
 are knowledge acquisition and
analysis� Knowledge acquisition consists of the collection of the knowledge that
governs the decision�making in the domain� knowledge analysis consists of the in�
terpretation of that knowledge�
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Knowledge acquisition for this project focused both on very high�level strategic
decisions concerning the overall structure of the client portfolio and very low�level
decisions governing the selection of particular investment products as components
of a client portfolio� The knowledge used in the KBS is based on two sources�

� published literature on personal �nancial planning�

� a series of three knowledge elicitation interviews with a professional �nancial
advisor�

While the written literature was useful in gaining a basic understanding of the
area of personal �nancial planning
 i�e� of the investment products available on the
market and of low�level rules of thumb for deciding between di�erent investment
products
 it was �rst and foremost the interviews with the expert that provided
the necessary information about how a portfolio for a client was systematically
constructed�

During the three interviews with the �nancial expert
 several knowledge elici�
tation strategies
 such as the ��Questions technique ���
 protocol elicitation ����

and the card sort ��� were employed� The ��Questions technique and the protocol
analysis of a case study gave some important clues about the procedural approach
adopted by the expert� in particular
 they showed that the expert considered a
portfolio to consist of three main components
 which are designed in the following
sequence�

the emergency fund� easily accessible investments for sudden and unexpected
�nancial crises�

the income fund� investments designed to provide a regular income�

the growth fund� investments with varying degrees of risk designed to provide
capital growth�

The card sort
 in contrast
 focused on the low�level knowledge in the form
of investment products� The card sort involved the expert sorting all important
investment products � each of which was printed on a single card � according to
their membership to one or more of the three above�mentioned main components of
the portfolio� The result of the card sort helped to build an initial bridge between
the low�level knowledge extracted from the literature and the high�level reasoning
strategies employed by the expert�

The application of structured knowledge elicitation techniques such as card sort�
ing is believed to be unique amongst KBS which perform or assist with personal
�nancial planning� The few previous publications which mention knowledge acqui�
sition indicate that knowledge acquisition has been performed by interviewing �e�g�
���� and�or prototyping �e�g� �����
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� Knowledge Analysis

Whilst the focus of knowledge acquisition is on collecting and compiling knowledge
from di�erent sources by means of traditional knowledge acquisition methods
 dur�
ing knowledge analysis the focus shifts away from traditional knowledge acquisition
methods to KADS methods as the main tools for analysing the knowledge acquired�
As part of KADS�guided knowledge analysis a four�layer model of expertise is de�
veloped
 including the domain
 the inference
 the task and the strategy layer� The
development of the three layers which were used in this project are described below�

��� The Domain Layer

The domain layer consists of the static concepts and relations speci�c to the domain
of expertise being modelled� In the domain of personal �nancial planning
 the most
important concepts are�

� the main components of a portfolio �the emergency fund
 the income fund

and the growth fund��

� the investment product categories
 e�g� the building�society account�

� the investment products types
 e�g� the TESSA account�

� the speci�c investment products
 e�g� the Stroud and Swindon TESSA ac�
count�
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Figure �� Top�level Domain Model for Personal Financial Planning

The relations between these products are either part of
 is a
 or instance
relations� For example
 the Stroud and Swindon TESSA account is an instance
of a TESSA account� A TESSA account is a building�society account� A building�
society account is typically used for an emergency fund� The emergency fund is
part of the client portfolio�

The domain knowledge extracted from both the written literature and the in�
terviews with the expert can be integrated into a set of �domain models	
 as rec�
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ommended by CommonKADS�� The domain of personal �nancial planning was
modelled in a graphical manner using HARDY
 a hypertext�based diagramming
package �����

The top�level domain model for the domain of personal �nancial planning can
be seen in Figure �� This graphical approach to domain modelling was particularly
useful for three main reasons�

�� it made it possible to break down the complexity of the domain and view it
at di�erent levels of detail�

�� it was ideally suited for representing the fact that some investment products
belong to more than one investment product category�

�� it allowed for easy modi�cation and expansion of the domain model�

��� The Inference Layer

The second layer of expertise in the KADS knowledge analysis is the inference
layer� Modelling of the inference layer involves two important steps� �rst
 an
interpretation model is selected from the KADS library of prede�ned interpretation
models
 then the selected interpretation model is adapted to the expert task at
hand by instantiating it into an inference structure� An interpretation model is a
diagrammatic declarative description of the inferences required in a typical problem�
solving task��

The KADS library of prede�ned interpretation models �see �gure �� contains
a number of models
 each suited to a di�erent type of task� the underlying idea is
that
 while the domain of each KBS tends to be very speci�c
 experts nonetheless
use domain�independent problem�solving strategies� Interpretation models fall into
one of three categories� systemmodi�cation
 system analysis
 and system synthesis�
These categories are each made up of further sub�categories� For example
 system
synthesis comprises transformation
 design
 planning
 and modelling� Design in
turn can be further subdivided into exploration�based design �N�B� this model is
unique to Pragmatic KADS � see �����
 transformation design
 hierarchical design

con�guration
 and re�nement design�

�CommonKADS is the successor to the KADS methodology� It is is currently under develop�
ment� See ���	 for details of domain modelling�

�Strictly speaking� there is more to an interpretation model than just the diagram of generic
inference steps
 however� the other components of interpretation models are used so rarely that
the term �interpretation model� is often used to refer only to this diagram�
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Figure �� Library of Interpretation models

The idea of this hierarchically ordered library of interpretation models is that
the knowledge engineer can work her way down to the most suitable interpretation
model
 step by step� In Pragmatic KADS
 the selection of the most adequate
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interpretation model is also guided by a battery of questions which point to the
best choice of interpretation model �����

Based on the knowledge elicited during the interviews with the expert
 the
interpretation model for hierarchical design tasks was chosen as the most suitable
model for the task of personal �nancial planning� This model was chosen for the
following reasons�

�� The task of personal �nancial planning involves composing a new structural
description of a possible object
 an investment portfolio
 within the domain�
it is e�ectively impossible to enumerate all possible descriptions that can be
developed� The task therefore falls into the category of system synthesis�

�� The task of personal �nancial planning involves designing an artefact which
meets certain constraints
 such as the client�s requirements with regard to the
purpose of the investment
 but does so without a prede�ned framework� The
task therefore belongs to the category of design�

�� The task of personal �nancial planning is tackled by breaking a �nancial plan
into subcomponents
 such as the emergency fund
 the income and the growth
fund
 and designing each of these subcomponents indepedently� Therefore the
task can be best described as one of hierarchical design�
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Figure �� The Final Inference Structure for Personal Financial
Planning

The interpretation model for hierarchical design tasks can be seen in Figure
�� This interpretation model was then instantiated into an inference structure by
replacing the boxes �known as knowledge roles�
 and the ovals �known as inference
functions� in the interpretation model with the entities of the problem domain that
they represent� The resulting inference structure can be seen in Figure ��
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The inference structure in Figure � can be interpreted in the following manner�
First of all
 the client�s constraints
 in particular her main investment objective and
the level of income she requires from the investment
 are matched with the four
available skeletal investment models �the income model
 the mixed income�growth
model
 the high incomemixedmodel
 and the growth model�
 and the most suitable
skeletal investment model is selected� This skeletal model is then decomposed into
a sequence of functional components� For example
 in the case of the growth model

the sequence states that an emergency fund should be allocated �rst
 followed by a
growth fund� The design procedure for each of the functional components is then
speci�ed
 thereby taking into account client�speci�c constraints� In contrast to the
prede�ned interpretation model
 the client�speci�c constraints are also considered
in the next step
 when each functional component is designed� After all functional
components have been designed
 they are composed to form a provisional invest�
ment portfolio
 which
 after being matched with further client�speci�c constraints

becomes the �nal tailor�made investment portfolio�

��� The Task Layer

Although the interpretation model shows the inference steps performed during a
particular task
 it does not give any indication of the exact procedural ordering
of the inferences� Such procedural ordering is highlighed by the task model which
provides a procedural description of the task and as such o�ers a di�erent viewpoint
of the task�

On the basis of the information provided by the expert in the initial interview

the following task model was developed�

Task design�investment�portfolio�for�client
Goal assist a private investor in designing a portfolio tailored to his requirements

Begin by obtaining initial information from the client
Select the skeletal investment model that best meets the client�s re�
quirements from the set of investment models
Decompose the chosen investment model into a sequence of functional
components
Specify each component�s design procedure

For each functional component
Design each functional component according to the component
design procedure
 hereby paying attention to client�speci�c
requirements

Compose and link the functional components to form a provisional ver�
sion of the investment portfolio
 hereby paying attention to the skeletal
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model
Match the provisional version of the investment model with the client�s
requirements to obtain the �nal version of investment portfolio

Figure �� Task Structure for designing an investment portfolio

� Design

The software engineering life�cycle of conventional computer systems is generally
characterised by the strictly sequential stages of analysis
 design
 and implementa�
tion� Such development is to be seen very much in contrast to the usual development
of expert systems
 where a prototype is developed very quickly and then repeatedly
modi�ed
 expanded
 validated
 and tested� If KADS� aim is to introduce a more
methodological approach towards the development of expert systems
 then KADS
should not only guide and structure the knowledge acquisition and analysis stages

but should also provide some advice on how the design and implementation of the
system should proceed�

However
 compared to the guidance that KADS o�ers during the knowledge
acquisition and analysis stages
 it does not give much direction on how design and
implementation should progress
 except for emphasizing that both stages should
strive to maintain the structure of the model of expertise developed during the
previous stages�

KADS�guided design therefore proceeds in a similar fashion to design for con�
ventional computer systems and subdivides the design process into the following
three stages�

�� functional design�

�� behavioural design�

�� physical design�

While functional design and physical design do not di�er signi�cantly from con�
ventional software
 it is behavioural design that deals with selection of knowledge
representation and inference techniques
 a process which di�ers greatly between
KBS and conventional software� There is a little guidance on behavioural design in
KADS� however
 Pragmatic KADS o�ers guidance on appropriate control strate�
gies
 knowledge representations
 and inference techiques� This guidance is described
further below�

��� Behavioural Design

The purpose of behavioural design is to select the most suitable expert system de�
sign and AI implementation techniques for the implementation stage� In Pragmatic
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KADS
 this stage issupported by �probing questions	
 which are partially derived
from the work of Kline and Dolins ����� This is a collection of speci�c questions
 the
answers to which help the system designer in selecting the most suitable knowledge
representation and inference techniques with regard to�

� the overall architecture of the system�

� the knowledge representation strategies�

� the inference types�

� the control of the �ow of inference�

� the handling of uncertainty in knowledge�

� the user interface and general input�output mechanism�

� the knowledge acquisition strategy�

In the case of the system for personal �nancial planning
 the result of the probing
questions is based both on material covered by Kline and Dolins as well as the PDQ
system developed to support Pragmatic KADS ����� The latter helps to select the
most suitable AI techniques and gives a score and explanation for the method
chosen to indicate how strong the supporting evidence for the relevant method is�

As a result of the probing questions
 the following AI implementation techniques
were selected�

The overall architecture of the system� Shallow reasoning
 as opposed to model
based reasoning
 was chosen as the most suitable architectural paradigm for
three reasons� First
 the task can be described by a procedural representation
of the expert�s problem�solving steps� second
 the problem space is shallow
and does not require explanations in terms of cause and e�ect� and last
 the
development time is less than six months�

The knowledge representation strategies� Both rules and frames were chosen
as knowledge representation techniques� Rules are used to represent the large
and poorly structured collection of independent heuristics that can be found
in the domain of personal �nancial planning� Most of these heuristics can be
described in terms of if�then statements and are therefore particularly suitable
for a representation in form of rules� Frames are used to represent the well�
structured
 hierarchically ordered set of static knowledge of domain concepts
that was modelled in the domain layer� The format of these hierarchically
ordered facts can be described in terms of slots for minimum�maximum in�
vestment
 interest paid
 tax liability
 and similar factors and is thus suitable
for representation by means of an inheritance technique
 i�e� frames�
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The inference type� Data�driven reasoning
 as opposed to goal�directed reason�
ing
 was chosen as the direction in which inference should proceed� Data�
driven reasoning is suitable because a lot of facts
 such as client details
 are
available at the start� These facts are then used to �nd a single solution
amongst the great number of solutions that might be possible� Because of
both the availability of data and the possibly very large number of solutions

data�driven reasoning was selected as the most suitable inference type� In
rule�based KBS
 data�driven reasoning is typically implemented using for�
ward chaining rules�

The control of 	ow of inference� Regarding the control of the �ow of infer�
ence
 it was decided that search should proceed in a depth��rst rather than a
breadth��rst manner� The main reason for this decision is that the search tree
for product selection �see Fig� �� has a high branching factor and consists of
only four levels of depth � the fund type
 the investment product category
 the
investment product type
 and the investment product �the latter not shown
in the tree�� Due to the high branching factor and the low number of levels
in the tree
 depth��rst search is more suitable than breadth��rst search�

The handling of uncertainy� In general
 there is little uncertainty in the task
of personal �nancial planning� The exception to the rule is the development
of the high income mixed model
 where it may become necessary to decom�
pose the portfolio because it does not achieve the income needed� Since this
involves falsifying assumptions
 a truth maintenance system may be worth
considering� However
 this was not included in the prototype�

The user interface and general input
output mechanism� Regarding the user
interface
 a multiple�selection menu was seen as an adequate way of eliciting
questions from the user� In a way this corresponds to the questionnaire that
the �nancial advisor gives to his client to complete� Furthermore
 one should
consider the possibility of a user�client partnership
 where the user partici�
pates in the choice of investment products�

Knowledge acquisition� If the system was to include automatic knowledge ac�
quisition
 which the prototype does not
 the best way to do this would be
to use rule induction or case�based reasoning� Rule induction is appropriate
because the decisive factors in most �nancial problem cases can be easily iden�
ti�ed� Case�based reasoning is appropriate
 because there is a vast collection
of portfolios that have been developed over the years and it should be easily
possible to extract the most in�uential features from these�

On the basis of the results of the probing questions
 the expert system shell
CLIPS ��� was chosen as the most suitable tool for implementation
 because CLIPS
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allows knowledge to be represented as rules and frames
 CLIPS� rules are designed
for forward�chaining
 and CLIPS was readily available�

� The Necessity to Iterate Knowledge Acquisi�

tion� Analysis and Design

Conventional system development normally expects software development to follow
a linear process
 where the analysis stage is completed before design is started
 and
the design stage is completed before implementation stage� KADS has a similar
emphasis
 with design being heavily based on the results of the knowledge analysis

and implementation being dependent on the existence of a KBS design�

However
 during the implementation of this prototype expert system for per�
sonal �nancial planning
 several problems arose which made it necessary to return
to the stages of knowledge acquisition and analysis in order to re�ne the models of
analysed knowledge� The three main problems which arose were�

Problems regarding the accuracy of the task model� It turned out that the
task model had been incorrect and should really read as�

Task design�investment�portfolio�for�client
Goal assist a private investor in designing a customised portfolio

Begin by obtaining initial information from the client
Select from the investment model set the model that best meets
the client�s requirements
Decompose the chosen skeletal investment model into a sequence
of functional components
Specify each components design procedure

For each functional component
While current functional component is not fully designed

Specify one part of the relevant functional compo�
nent�s design procedure
Design the part speci�ed
 hereby paying special at�
tention to client requirements

Compose and link the functional components to form a provisional
version of the investment portfolio
 hereby paying attention to the
skeletal model
Match the provisional version of the investment model with the
client�s requirements to obtain the �nal version of investment port�
folio
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Figure �� Revised Task Structure for designing an investment
portfolio

In other words
 the task model was changed to re�ect the fact that the expert
speci�es and designs one sub�component before she goes on to specify and
design the next sub�component�

Problems regarding the best product choice� The products in the investment
category life insurance are all characterised by leaving it largely up to the
client how much income he wants to withdraw from them� This high degree
of �exibility made it di�cult to di�erentiate between the di�erent products�
A new slot
 purpose
 was needed to make an informed choice when choosing
between speci�c products�

Problems regarding the set of investment models� The emergence of increas�
ing similarities between the three income�related models �the income model

the mixed model
 and the high income mixed model� called for a review of
the validity of each model� In the �nal analysis
 however
 it was decided that
all three models were needed
 as the motivation underlying each model was
fundamentally di�erent and made use of di�erent heuristics�

The best way to describe this iteration is to view it as a KADS�guided spiral
approach to KBS development� This can be illustrated using a slightly modi�ed
version of the spiral model of expert system development proposed by ��� �see Figure
����

As Figure � shows
 the modi�ed spiral model assumes that one pass through
the stages of knowledge acquisition
 knowledge analysis
 design and implementation
may not be su�cient� Rather
 a second
 and possibly more passes may be required�

The necessity for this loop in system development arose for the following two
main reasons�

�� In contrast to �rapid prototyping	 methods for KBS development which are
empirical and inherently work bottom�up
 KADS takes a top�down approach
based on generic interpretation models� While a top�down approach has many
advantages for guidance and structuring
 it has the inherent danger of ne�
glecting and�or overlooking important low�level knowledge on the �rst pass

and of failing to identify how low�level knowledge interacts with higher�level
decisions��

�The successor to the KADS methodology� known as CommonKADS� recommends moving
away from a linear approach to KBS development towards a spiral approach to KBS project
management  see ��	� The results of this paper provide one of the �rst empirical examples of the
need for this approach�

�Again� CommonKADS is addressing this area� by introducing an abstract domain model
which explicitly links the domain and inference levels of the model of expertise� See ���	 for a
worked example�
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�� The domain knowledge was more complex than expected� In particular
 the
declarative knowledge in the domain of personal �nancial planning turned
out to be less structured than expected
 and the procedural knowledge in the
domain of �nancial planning turned out to be more complex and sophisti�
cated than expected� The task of design was also made more complex by by
the variability in both the number and size of the components of a typical
portfolio�
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Figure �� KADS�guided Spiral Model of Expert System Development

In the second pass through the spiral development process
 the problems that
arose during implementation were resolved
 and system development then smoothly
proceeded with design and the implementation of the prototype system� Similarly

the progression of the prototype system into a fully��edged knowledge�based sys�
tem
 and the maintenance of the highly changeable knowledge base of the system
could well be guided by further passes through the stages of knowledge acquisition

analysis
 design
 and implementation
 guided by the spiral model�

Therefore it is worth noting that while this loop in system development was
unexpected
 it does not negate the validity and usefulness of KADS� On the con�
trary
 the use of KADS models helped to highlight those areas where iteration is
necessary�

	 Conclusions

As mentioned in the introduction
 the initial aim of the project was to develop
a prototype knowledge�based system for personal �nancial planning which would
assist a potential private investor in selecting a professionally balanced mixture of
investment products that would meet all the investor�s requirements with regard
to the investment� The development of this prototype was to be guided by the
Pragmatic KADS methodology�

��



On the practical side
 the prototype expert system for �nancial planning was
implemented� Due to time restrictions only the three income�related models were
implemented
 whilst the growth model was not implemented� The prototype system
as it stands is fully functional
 but could be extended in several ways
 in particular
by

� the incorporation of a growth portfolio�

� a more comprehensive treatment of the client�s �nancial situation prior and
subsequent to the investment�

� extensions regarding the static domain knowledge in form of speci�c invest�
ment products�

On the theoretical side
 the development of the prototype expert system was to
be guided by the use of Pragmatic KADS� It has been shown that the contribu�
tion of Pragmatic KADS was most in�uential and pervasive during the knowledge
acquisition and analysis stages� During knowledge acquisition
 the KADS models
served as a useful communication tool in the interviews with the expert� During
knowledge analysis
 the model of expertise laid the foundations for the structure
of the system to be developed and had a decisive
 though indirect
 impact on the
design and implementation stages� During behavioural design
 the use of Kline and
Dolins� probing questions contributed greatly to selecting the most appropriate AI
implementation techniques�

Although the development of the system did not proceed in the linear way
initially expected
 the KADS models helped to highlight those areas where more
knowledge acquisition and knowledge analysis was needed to arrive at a complete

consistent and correct implementation�

Pragmatic KADS is therefore considered to be a valuable tool in the hands of
KBS developers� Its greatest strengths lie in the provision of a structure which can
be used as a starting point for system development� in the separation of di�erent
types of knowledge into di�erent models� and in the use of these models for com�
munication with an expert� On the other side of the coin
 KADS leans towards a
sequential model of KBS analysis
 design and implementation
 which was inappro�
priate for this project� and guidance on the design stage could usefully be developed
further�

It should be noted that CommonKADS
 the successor to KADS
 was still un�
der development at the time of writing
 and is expected to produce considerable
guidance on di�erent approaches to model development
 as well as recommending
re�nements to some of the models� See ���� for details�

�
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